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bn t  ifid Warm, absolutely still, not enough air stirring to move a l e d  
is only the stadywrnnolent trilling of insects, and now and 

qin in the below me the cry of a pileated woodpecker. Those, 
@ my footsteps on the path, are the only sounds. 
I From the d~ oak woods of the ridge I pass down into fie rock. The 
ldat bails ofthe Red River Gorgeall seek these stony notches that little 

cut back &rough the cliffi. I pass a ledge overhanging a 
herdrop of the rock, where in a wetter time there would be a water- '''. ledge is dni a d  mute now, but on the face of the mk below 
afthe characwistic morn ,  ferns, liverwort, madow me. h d  here 

Our afifiroac~ to agAalbn lays the foundation for Our adbre ' *he* me ra* suddenly steepens and narrows, where the shadows 
,+,hahi our attentivenes to our immediate physical envhnrnenfr r@#@' " lo%-lived and the dampness stays, the trees are different. Here are 
the cla,.jQ ofour rlf-expression. These convictions* dmlO@d beLch and hemlock and poplar, straight and tall, reaching way up into 

thickeb ofLrhododendron. ~~d 
osses and ferns. The faces of the 

jnhicately scalloped with veins of ironstone, scooped and 

3rFina11~ the crease of the ravine 1 am following here begins to 
and splashing of water. There is a great restfulness 
small streams make; they are going down as fast as 
0unds seem leisurely and idle, as if produced like 
reatest patience and care. 
iq, 1 hear not far away the more voluble flowing 
Own to where the trail crosses and begin to look 
e.little bottoms along the creek here are hidety 
ving been kept clear and cropped or pastured 

re open places are little lavender asters, and 
ite Ones that some people call beeweed or 

ENTRANCE TO THE WOODS t places are the richly flowered spikes of 
nse startling blue, exquisitely shaped. I 
near the stream, and make camp, 
amp. I string up a shelter and put my 
t, and I am rkady for the night. And 

brought sandwiches for this first 
ores are done. It will still be light 
down on a rock at the edge of fie 

ncholy and lonesomeness comes 
r I have felt it before &hen 1 have 
laces that I am not familiar with. 
ze as peculiar to the narrow hol- 

deeply shaded by the trees and 
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in this hollow for the first time in my life. I see nothing that I recop with.m~ surrounding% I am aware also that I know only in the most 
.iZe. Everything looh as it did before I came, as it will when I am dve my whereabouts within the black reaches of the universe. 
gone. men I look over at my little camp I see how tentative and because the natural processes are here $0 l ide by any- 
insignificant it is. Lying there in my bed in the dark tonight7 I will be thing this fra-ent of the wilderness is a l so jn ind  to Other --- - 
absorbed in the being this place, invisible as a squirrel inhis nest. + times; there flows over it a nonhuman time to be told by the groh 

uneasy as this feeling is, I know it will pass. Its passing will Produoe ofthe forest and the wearing of the stream. I feel drawing out 
a deep pleasure in being there. And I have felt it often enough before beyond my comprehension perspectives from which the gavth, md 
that I have begun to understand something of what it means: the death Of a large poplar would seem as continwus and sudden as 

rqobody knows where I am. 1 don't know what is happening to an+ raising and the lowering of a man's hand, which hictory 
body elw in the world. While I am here 1 will not speak, add will hay the world, their brief clearing ofthe ground, reem no more than 
no reason or need for speech. It is only beyond this lonesomeness foi thk opening and shutting of an eye. 
the places I have come from that I can reach the vital reality of a place And I have Come* here b enact-not because I want to but 
such as this. Turning toward this place, 1 Confront a presence Once I m n n ~ t  h l p  it-the lone]inesr,and:,&e humble- 
of my schooling and none of my usual aSSUmpti0~ have prepared me fO" ness Of my kind. I must See in my flimsy sheller, pitched here for bo 
the wildemess, mostly unknowable and mostly alien; that is the universe. nights, the transience of capitols and cathedrals. In growing used to 
perhaps the difficult labor for my species is to amePt its limits, ib being in this place7 I will have to accept a humbler and a her ,,iew of 
weakness and ignorance. But here I am. This wild p l a e  where myself than 1 usually have. , 
camped lies within an enormous cone widening fram the center Of the '" A man enters and leaves the worldtnaked. And it is only nakedlor 
earth out across the universe, nearly all of it a mysterious wilderness in sb-that he Can enter and leave the wildemas, ~f he walbb that 
which the power and the knowledge of men count for nothing. As long kand if he doesn't walk it can hardly be said thathe has rntered. , H ~  
as its inshumenk are correct and itsengines run, the aidane now can bring what he can carry-the little that it takes to re&cefor a 
ing through &is great cone is safely within the human beehold; its few hours or a few days an animal's fur and teeth and and func- 
behavior is as familiar and predictable to those concerned as the inside instincts. In comparison.to the usual traveler hk depend- 
of a man?s living room, ~ u t  let its instruments or its engines fail, and at On machines and highwqs ind restaurants and motels-on the 
once it enters the where nothing is foreseeable. And economy and the government, in hart-the man who into the 
steep narrow hollows, these cliffs and forested ridges that lie below, are 'ildernes~ is naked indeed. He leaves behind his work, his,~ousahD]d, 
the antithesis of flight. his comfofi-even, if he comes alone,, his war&ii , H ~  

Wilderness is the element in which we live encased in civilization] immerses himself in what he is not. & is a kind sf .I i 
as a mollusk lives in his shell in the sea. It is a wilderness that is beauti' - 

ful, dangerous, abundant, oblivious of US, mysterious, never be 'On' - 
dawn comes slow and cold: Only ~ ~ ~ a ~ i o n a l ] ~ , , , ~ ~ ~ ~ & ~ ~  

+ 

quered or or second-guessed, or known more than a little' ng the creek on the slopes above, a bird sin$. ,J &ve,net slept 
is a that for most of US most of the time is Out of si 1, and I waken without much interest in the day. I set ,*d camp to 
camouflaged, by the edifices and the busyness and the bothers of fix breakfast, and eat. The day is clear, and high up, m the 
human society. ts and ridges to the west of my camp I can see the sun s&sng on_/ 

~,,d so, coming here, what I have done is ship away the human woods. And suddenly I am full of an ambition: I want to get up 
facade that usually stands between me and the universe7 and I see the sun is; I want to Sit still in he sun up there among he high 
dearly where I am. m a t  I am able to ignore much ofthe tirn ntil I can feel its warmth in my bones. 
find undeniable here, is that all wildernesses are one: " put some lunch into a little canvas bag, and start o u t  leaving my 
found joining between this wild stream deep in One of the folds 0 as not to have to carry it after +the day geb warm, without my 

and d ;e - f r ipmj l i i i i% the tundras of Go ven climbing, it is cold in the shadow of the hollow,,and I have - dw*. Alone hGe, among the rocks and the to go to get to the sun. l climb the steep path up he valley 
see h a t  I am alone among the stars. A stranger here? un ing rapidly, thinking only of the sunlight abwe me. ~t is as 
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the reasonableness, the practicability of living in the world in a k a ~  hreequarters of the way around a long zig-zagging loop that will even- 
that would enlarge than diminish the hope of life. I feel the PO+ h ~ l l y  bring me back to my starting place. I turn down a small 
sibi]ity of a frugal and protective love for the creation that would be tmnamed branch of the creek where d am camped, and I begin the 
unimaginably more rneaningfu and io@l than our present deshctive beliest part of the day. There is nothing here resembling a bail. The 
and wasteful economy. The absence of human society, that made' me best way is nearly always to follow the edge of the stream, stepping from 
so uneasy last night, now begins to be a comfort to me. I am afOot in om stone tb another. Crossing back and forth over the water, stepping 
the woods. I am in the world, this moment, without the help 08  on or over rocks and logs, the way ahead is never clear for more than a 
the interference of any machine. I can move without reference to few feet. The stream accompanies me down, threading its way under 
thing except the lay of the land and the capabilities of my own body4 bbulders and logs and over little falls and rapids. The rhododendron 
The necessities of foot travel in this steep country have stripped away Oberhangs it so closely in places that I can go only by stopping. Over 

supefiuitier, I simply could not enter into this place and assume i@ the rhododendron are the great dark heads of the he~locks.  The 
quiet with the belongings of a family man, property holder, etc. Fa streambank are ferny and bossy. Ahd through this green tunnel the 
the time, I am reduced to my irreducible self. I feel the lighbess voice of the stream changes from rock to rock; s&dued like all the 
body t h a t ~ a ~ u s ~ & $ ~ ~ ~ ~ f l ~ ~ t 8 f t y  pounds of fat other autumn voices of the woods, it seems sunk in.a deep contented 
leave the bare expanse of the rock and go in under the trees again7 I am heditation on the sounds of 1. 

> 

aware that I move in the landscape as one of its details. The water in the pools is absolutely clearl If it weren't for the shad- 
ows and ripples you would hardly notice that it is water; the fish would 

Walking through-the woods, you can never see far, either ahead a seem to swim in the air. As it is, where there is no leaf floating, it is 
behind, so,you move without much of a sense oggeniq anywhere Or $ impossible to tell exactly where the plane of the surface lies. 1 walk 
moving at any certain speed. You burrpw through the foliage in the BPson a pool the little fish dart every which way out of sight. And then 
much as a mole burrows through the X O O ~  in the ground- 'The vie* Afb 1 sit still a while, watching, they come out again. Their shadows 
that open out occasionally from the ridges afford a relief7 a reCove'Y Of flow over the rocks and leaves on the bottom. Now I have come into 
orientation, that they could never give as mere "scenery7" looked >at f i e h a r t  of the woods. 1 am far from the highway and can hear no 
from a turnout at the edge of a highway. s ~ ~ ~ d  of it. around there is a grand deep autumn quiet, in which a 

The trail leaves,the ridge and goes down a ravine into the valley insects dream their summer songs. Suddenly a wren sings way off 
where the night chill has stayed. I pause only long enough tQ hithe underbrush. A red-breasted nuthatch walks, hooting, headfirst 

drink the cold clean water. The trail climbs up onto the next ridge. ' 1  the bunk of a walnut. An ovenbird walk out along the limb ofa  
~t is the ebb of the year. Though the slopes have not yet taken on the hemlock and looks at me, curious. The little fish soar in the turn- 

bright colors of the autumn maples and oaks, some of the duller'tre their clean quick angles, their shadows seeming barely to keep up. 
are already shedding. The foliage has begun to flow down the cliff facg I lean and dip my cup in the water, they scatter. I drink, and go on. 
and the slopes like a tide pulling back. The woods is mostly quiet, sub 
dued, as if the pressure of survival has grown heavy upon it, as if abo When I get back to camp it is only the middle of the afternoon or a 
the growing warmth of the day the cold of winter can be felt ~ i t i d g  'after. Since I left in the morning I have walked something like 
descend. miles. I haven't hurried-have mostly poked along, stopping 

~t my approach a big hawk flies off the ]OW branch of an oak and and looking around. But I am tired, and coming down the creek I 
over the treetops. Now and again a nuthatch hoots, off somewh h v  got both feet wet. I find a sunny place, and fake off my shoes and 
the Twice I s t ~ p  and watch an ovenbird. A few feet ahead and set them to dry. For A long time then, lying propped against 
there is a sudden movement in the leaves, and then quiet. When 1. i~nk of a bee7 I read and rest and watch the evening come. 
up and examine the spot there is nothing to be found. Whatever Pa day I have moved through the woods, making as little noise as 
there has disappeared, quicker than the hand that is quicker *a ible. Slowly my mind and my nerves have slowed to a The 
eye, a shadow fallen into a shadow. f the woods has ceased to be something that I observe; now it is 

ln the afternoon I leave the trail. My walk SO far has come perhaps omething that I am a part of. I have joined it with my own quiet. 




